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Abstract 

We represent simple and fitness-scaled genetic algorithms by Markov chains on probability 
distributions over the set of all possible populations of a fixed finite size. Analysis of this for- 
mulation yields new insight into the geometric properties of the three phase mutation, crossover, 
and fitness selection of a genetic algorithm by representing them as stochastic matrices acting on 
the state space. This indicates new methods using mutation and crossover as the proposal scheme 
for simulated annealing. We show by explicit estimates that for small mutation rates a genetic 
algorithm asymptotically spends most of its time in uniform populations regardless of crossover 
rate. The simple genetic algorithm converges in the following sense: there exists a fully positive 
limit probability distribution over populations. This distribution is independent of the choice of 
initial population. We establish strong ergodicity of the underlying inhomogeneous Markov chain 
for genetic algorithms that use any of a large class of fitness scaling methods including linear 
fitness scaling, sigma-truncation, and power law scaling. Our analysis even allows for variation 
in mutation and crossover rates according to a pre-determined schedule, where the mutation rate 
stays bounded away from zero. We show that the limit probability distribution of such a process 
is fully positive at all populations of uniform fitness. Consequently, genetic algorithms that use 
the above fitness scalings do not converge to a population containing only optimal members. 
This answers a question of G. Rudolph (IEEE Trans. on Neural Networks 5 (1994) 96-101). 
For a large set of fitness scaling methods, the limit distribution depends on the pre-order induced 
by the fitness function f, i.e. c >c’ w f(c) >f(c’) on possible creatures c and c’, and not 
on the particular values assumed by the fitness function. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 

Holland 1131 in~oduced genetic algo~~s as a search and optimization method 
based upon adaptation principles of nature. One way to look at genetic algorithms is 
to see them as function optimizers, cf. [3]. Given are a finite collection C of creatures 
in a model “world” and a function f : C + R+. The task is to find an element 
c E C such that f(c) is maximal. Usually, the number of elements in C is very large 
prohibiting an exhaustive search. Genetic algorithms provide a probabilistic way to 
conduct a blind search in C for arbitrary f given a suitable encoding of creatures into 
strings of symbols. A genetic algorithm comprises three operations: mutation, crossover 
and fitness selection. These are applied cyclically and iteratively to fixed-size finite 
populations consisting of elements of C. Mutation and crossover model analogous 
phenomena for DNA strings, while fitness selection models reproductive success of 
adapted organisms, 

Our model for genetic algorithms is a Markov chain model. Previously, such models 
for genetic algorithms without fitness scaling have been developed in [5,6, 11, 14,23, 
25,31,33]. In the work of Davis and Principe [5,6] the main point of consider- 
ation is whether or not annealing the mutation rate to zero in the simple genetic 
algo~~ implies convergence to global optima. It does not. However, strong ergod- 
icity of the resulting non-stationary Markov chain is established. Another comprehen- 
sive model for the simple genetic algorithm based upon Markov chain analysis can 
be found in the work of Vose, Liepins, and Nix [23,31,33]. The main advantage 
of their model is that the fitness selection is modelled as a diagonal matrix acting 
on a suitable state space. The price paid for such an approach is that the operator 
describing mutation and crossover combined is given by a vector valued quadratic 
form. 

The starting point of our investigation is the formulation of a much more convenient 
description of the three components of genetic algorithm. Our model is based on the 
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fact that populations are represented in the computer as bit-strings, and it uses as its 

state space probability distributions in the free vector space over all such bit-string 

populations. In contrast to other methods, this approach can easily be used to model 

the effects of spatial structure on an evolving population. By separate description of the 

three phases mutation, crossover and fitness selection of a genetic algorithm, we can 

apply spectral theory and other techniques to the matrices that arise. We obtain explicit 

bounds for the eigenvalues of the mutation and crossover operators, descriptions of the 

fixed points they contract towards, and characterizations of their invariant subspaces. 

This characterizes mutation and crossover as procedures with geometric rates of con- 

vergence towards uniformly distributed probability distributions over all populations 

in associated invariant subspaces. In particular, Proposition 10 shows how crossover 

assists mutation in the averaging process. We remark that we have discovered a new 

link between the crossover operation and representations of the group of permutations 

of a finite set. Our analysis also shows by explicit probabilistic estimates how scaled 

or unscaled fitness selection drives the algorithm towards uniform populations i.e. pop- 

ulations that contain only multiple copies of one creature. This offers an approach to 

genetic drift in finite populations, a phenomenon well-known to population geneticists 

(e.g. [22,26]). The above-mentioned probabilistic estimates for fitness selection and a 

corresponding similar analysis for crossover combined with mutation are used in The- 

orem 15 to show convergence of the simple genetic algorithm in the following sense: 

there exists a fully positive limit probability distribution over populations, independent 

of the choice of initial population. We give explicit bounds on the combined proba- 

bility for non-uniform populations in the limit distribution. In fact, Theorem 15 shows 

that for small mutation rates a simple genetic algorithm asymptotically spends most of 

its time in uniform populations. This sheds some light on a discussion of “punctuated 

equilibrium” by Vose [32], who states that a simple genetic algorithm is near local 

optima most of the time, visiting every state infinitely often. We discuss how to use 

crossover-mutation in a new way as a proposal scheme for a new, convergent, genetic 

variant of the simulated annealing optimization method. 

Let us come back for a moment to other models for genetic algorithms. In con- 

trast to our approach, [5,6,23,3 l-331 model populations as unordered multi-sets. As 

a consequence, these models of genetic algorithms can be obtained as projections of 

our model induced simply by forgetting the order on populations. Our model frees 

the initial description from clumsy, combinatorial coefficients which may hinder a sub- 

sequent detailed analysis. In particular, the bilinear approach of [32] to crossover is 

replaced in our model by an appropriate tensor product construction. The linear model 

of simple genetic algorithms we discovered was found also independently by Rudolph 

[25], who proves a part of our Theorem 15 and analyses a convergent variant of the 

simple genetic algorithm by extending all linear operators to keep track of a best-so-far 

individual seen by the algorithm. Our analysis does not treat recording the best-so-far 

individual, but otherwise extends Rudolph’s findings for simple genetic algorithms. 

In particular, we obtain estimates for the coefficient of ergodicity for simple genetic 

algorithms, if multiple-bit mutation is considered. 
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The final part of our analysis contains the most striking new results, concerning the 

properties of fitness-scaled and variation-scheduled genetic algorithms. By “variation- 

scheduled”, we mean that besides possible fitness scaling, the mutation as well as the 

crossover rates are changed according to a schedule fixed in advance. We treat most 

standard methods of fitness scaling such as linear fitness scaling, sigma-truncation and 

power law scaling. Convergence of fitness-scaled genetic algorithms was posted as an 

open question by Rudolph [25]. Our approach includes a detailed analysis on con- 

vergence of fitness-scaled genetic algorithms which answers his question in the neg- 

ative for convergence to an optimal individual or even a population containing one, 

and in the positive in the sense of convergence to a unique probability distribution 

over all populations. In fact, we show that the limit probability distribution of such 

processes is fully positive at populations of uniform fitness. Moreover, these results 

hold even when crossover and mutation rates are varied according to a fixed schedule 

(see Section 3 below for the precise formulation). Quite surprisingly and quite strik- 

ingly, for a large set of fitness scaling methods the limit distribution is independent 

of the particular method of scaling but depends rather on the pre-order on the set of 

creatures induced by the fitness function and not the particular values of the fitness 

function. 

We establish strong ergodicity of the underlying inhomogeneous Markov chain for 

genetic algorithms that use multiple-bit mutation and the above-mentioned fitness scal- 

ing and variation scheduling methods. In order to establish this result, we have included 

a customized version of a result by Gidas [7, Theorem 1.11 with significantly simplified 

proof. 

1.1. Notation and preliminaries 

Throughout this paper the following notation will be used: 

Scalars: N, R, W, and @ will stand for the strictly positive integers, the real num- 

bers, the positive real numbers including 0, and the complex numbers, respectively. 

Let No = N u (0). If t E R, then let t+ = i (t + ItI). If r E R, then [r] (the floor of 

r) is the largest integer not strictly larger than Y. 

Vectors: We shall interpret bit vectors of length e as comers of the positive unit 

cube in [w” in the obvious way. If not indicated otherwise, any given finite dimensional 

complex vector space V with a fixed, ordered basis P of length n will be identified 

canonically with C”, having its standard basis and standard inner product. If W is a 

subspace of V generated by a subset P’ of P, then ew is, by definition, the vector in 

W such that (ew, p) = 1, for every p E P’. In particular, we set e = ecti. The vector 

e is an invariant vector for any row stochastic matrix acting on the left. Let P, denote 

the orthogonal projection onto the subspace generated by e. 

If X : V + V is a linear map and p,q E P, then (X),, = (Xp,q) will denote the 

(p,q) entry in the matrix representing X with respect to basis P. 
If Vk are vector spaces with bases Pk, k = 1,2, then the tensor space Vi @ V2 is the 

free vector space over the basis PI x P2. Elements in the basis PI x P2 are denoted 
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by PI @ P2r Pk E pk. If t& = cpGpk ,$‘p, then 

Norms and the Hamming Metric: We shall equip C” will the usual d’-norms, 

1 <Y < co (see [29, p. 41). Namely, for 5 = ([i, . . . , m), the r-norm of 4 is 

In particular, we shall use the e’- or Hamming norm (r = 1) and the Euclidean norm 

(r = 2). The Hamming metric on C” induced by the Hamming norm is denoted by 

A. 
Matrices: M, will denote the n x n matrices with entries in C. The spectrum of a 

matrix X = (x&) will be denoted by sp(X). A matrix is self-adjoint (or Hermitian) if 

xij = Xii for all 1 <i, j <n. A matrix will be called C*-positive, if it is the square of a 

self-adjoint matrix (see Corollary B.3 in Appendix B. 1). A matrix will be called filly 

positive, if its entries are all non-zero positive numbers. A matrix is called [column] 
stochastic, if its entries are non-negative reals and its columns all sum to 1. A matrix 

is called row stochastic, if its transpose is column stochastic. If X is a stochastic 

matrix such that Xk is fully positive for some k E N, then 1 is a simple root of the 

characteristic polynomial of X, and X has a fully positive, uniquely determined fixed 

point of Hamming norm 1. If such an X has at least one strictly positive diagonal 

element, then 1 is the only eigenvalue of modulus 1. For a proof of these facts, see 

[29, Proposition 1.6.2, Proposition 1.6.3, Theorem 1.6.5, and p. 23, Corollary 21. II, will 

denote the identity matrix in M,. If X E hAa and Y E Ml,, then we set 

In addition, the tensor product X @ Y of matrices is defined by action on the basis 

of the tensor space via 

(X @ Y)(G Ci3 jj) = Xei 63 Yfi, 

where ei E C” (i = 1,. . . ,n) and fi E C” 0’ = 1,. . , ,m) are standard bases. 

If X,X’ E IL& commute, then by [27, Theorem 11.231, sp(X +X’) & sp(X) + sp(X’) 
and sp(XX’) G sp(X).sp(X’), where sum (resp. product) of two sets of numbers means 

all possible sums (resp. products) obtained by taking one term from each of the sets. 

As a consequence, the matrix X 8 II, + II, @ Y has spectrum contained in sp(X) + 

sp(Y). Furthermore, if v and w are eigenvectors to eigenvalues 2 and q of X and Y, 

respectively, then v @ w is an eigenvector to eigenvalue 2 + ye, hence equality holds: 

sp(X @ II, + n, @ Y) = sp(X) + sp(Y). 

Similarly, sp(X 631 Y) = sp(X) sp(Y). 
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We shall denote the norm of X E Ml, induced by the P-norm on @” as IlXll,.. That 

is, 

IIXIL = I;: p. 

If X E Ml, is column stochastic, then ](X](L = IIX* [lb0 = I as an easy calculation shows 

(or see [29, p. 5-j). 
Coe~c~e~~~ of ~rgudicity: If X = (Jr$) E ME is column stochastic, then let the 

coeficient of ergodicity with respect to the r-norm, is defined to be (see [28, Lemma 

4.2, p. 1381): 

r,(X) = max{ IIX$ : u E W,ZI L e and I]u/J, = 1). 

A useful fact from f28, p. 1371 gives: 

1 - zi(x> = min 
1 <kl,kz $n 

~min(&,kl,&k2) 25 min .$,k. 
i=l ;=I 1 sk$n 

1.2. The idea of genetic algorithms and its finear analysis 

The genomes of a fixed-size population of “creatures” are modelled as binary strings. 
The strings may represent candidate solutions for a Jitness function (or objective jiinc- 
tion) f to be optimized (minimized or maximized). Initially, the population is selected 
randomly and for most functions f will do very poorly. A digital version of evolution 
is applied in which genetic variation is introduced and fitness-proportional selection is 
applied stochastically to the population to obtained a new population that is (hope~lly) 
better at optimizing the fitness function. 

A simple genetic algorithm is comprised of three iterated phases: mutation, crossover, 
and fitness selection. We shall consider two kinds of mutation: one-bit and multiple- 
bit mutation. We also analyze two types of crossover including (simple) crossover as 
defined in [lo, p. 641. (See also 119, p. S], [13, p. 971 and below.) The class of fit- 
ness selection operators considered includes a broad range of time varying selection 
schemes such as linear fitness scaling [ 10, p. 791 and power law fitness scaling [ 10, 
pp. 123-1341. In what follows, we shall develop separate linear representations for the 
three iterated phases. Developing such representations makes it possible to apply spec- 
tral theory to the linear operators that arise. Treating the three phases separately yields 
insight into the geometry of the various genetic operators so that one can see what each 
is doing on the underlying space of probability distributions over populations. Com- 
bining these insights with some more analysis illuminates the longterm behaviour of 
genetic algorithms with respect to questions of convergence (in probability distribution 
space), i.e. ergodicity, and non-convergence to an optimal solution. 

1.3. The state space of a genetic algorithm 

Let C > 1 be a fixed integer, and let C = 
as the set of all possible creatures in a given 

No fl [0,2! - I]. We shall consider C 
“world” that is modelled. For a given 
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world in which a finite set of creatures is possible, these creatures can be mapped in a 

one-to-one fashion to the set C of length 6’ binary strings for sufficiently large e. If, in 

the process of using such an encoding, a non-admissible creature (i.e., one not in the 

image of this embedding) is generated by mutation or crossover, then we may assign 

it a very low fitness value (see below). ’ Furthermore, specific properties one would 

like to single out in a particular model can be given reserved bits in a binary encoding. 

Thus a binary encoding suffices for modelling the finite possible set of creatures in 

their world. 2 

Let s E N, s 22, and let P = C’. P is the set of all possible populations of size s. 

The population size s is fixed during the running of a genetic algorithm, and so P is 

the set of all its possible states. Every population p E P can be seen as a bit vector 

of length 

L=/.s. 

If each such bit vector is identified canonically with a binary encoded positive integer, 

then this induces a canonical total order on P. 

Let IZ, denote the group of permutations of the set { 1,. . . , s}. Then 17, acts naturally 

on P by exchanging creatures according to their positions in the population. 3 

Let p = (cl, ~2,. . . ,cs) E P, Ci E C, IGiGs. We define 

frequency vector] of p to be be vector in R’ given by 

mean(p) = -!&i. 
If mean(p) is an element of the interior of the positive unit cube in RL, then the 

the mean vector [or gene 

population p will be called rich (or, alternatively, polymorphic for all loci). If mean(p) 
is an extreme point (comer) of the unit cube in IT@, then p will be called unijorm 

[for all loci]. 

By analogy to the above, define for p = (cl, ~2,. . . ,cs) E P, ci E C, and s even: 

Mean(p) = (+(cl +c2),..., &-I + c,)) E (u@)k 

One can think of Mean(p) as a gene frequency vector for local pairs in p. 

’ We observe that in the case of encoding the four DNA nucleotides into binary, this problem does not 

arise if one encodes each nucleotide as two bits. 

2 The performance of the genetic algorithm generally depends on the particular encoding into the fixed 

length binary strings. Indeed, in applications, the problem is often to find an appropriate encoding for possible 

solutions to a given optimization problem. The analysis carried out here begins after such an encoding has 

been fixed. 

3 Note that our representation distinguishes populations in which the order of creatures is different. This is 

natural as it corresponds to what actually occurs in computer memory when a genetic algorithm is running. 

Another advantage of this is that one can naturally introduce spatial structure into our model since one 

may identify position in the population with a location in a world of any topology a researcher would 

like to model. The study of evolution of spatially structured populations is an area of active interest for 

both computer scientists [19] and evolutionary ecologists and population geneticists [26]. This represents a 

substantial advantage of our model over those of [5, 6,23, 31-331 which do not capture any spatial structure. 

Moreover, their models may be obtained as simple projections of ours, so there is much to gain and nothing 

to lose in keeping track of order of individuals in the population. 
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Let V be the free vector space over the set P with canonical basis {p : p E P}. 

The dimension of V is 2L, which is very large even for small e and s. Thus in practice, 
our model (using matrices acting on V) allows for no direct representation on a real 
world machine. Nevertheless, the results of rigorous analysis using our representation 
apply to genetic algorithms running on real world machines (compare [14, p. 21). 

The action of IT, induces a canonical representation H, by linear transformations on 
V. We shall identify rc E IT, with its (unique) induced transformation on V. Let Pus 

be the projection of V onto the subspace of vectors invariant under the action of IT,. 
The mean of populations canonically induces a linear map mean : V + C”. 
The space over the untform populations U is defined as 

U = span,{ p : p E P, p is uniform}. 

For a given 5 E KY”, let Vt, the Hardy- Weinberg space of populations with gene 

frequency t, be defined as 

Vc = spanC{p : p E P, mean(p) = 4). 

Define 7~ analogously, if i; = Mean(p) for a population p of even size. These alter- 
native definitions will be useful in analyzing the linear geometry of various crossover 
operators. 

In addition, let 

D =spanC{erz : 5 = mean(p), for some p E P, 4 E R”}. 

Let Pu, P,, and PO be the orthogonal projections of V onto the subspaces U, Vl, 

and D, respectively. Observe that P,PD = P, since e E D. 

Elements in 

S = {v E V : ljvljl = 1 and ‘dp E P, (u,p) 20). 

are probability distributions over all possible states of the genetic algorithm. The pth 
component (v, p) of v E S is naturally interpreted as the probability that the genetic 
algorithm current assumes state p E P. One can naturally identify a population p with 
the probability distribution v with (v, q) = 0 for all p # q E P and (v, p) = 1. In our 
representation of genetic algorithms, we interpret the actions of the operators mutation, 
crossover, and fitness selection as column stochastic matrices operating via matrix 
multiplication on S. Thus, the evolution of the genetic algorithm will be described as 
a sequence of elements of S, while the algorithm itself is represented by a sequence 
(of products) of linear, stochastic operators. 

2. Geometry of genetic algorithms 

2.1. Mutation 

One-bit mutation. Let p E (0, l/L). In one-bit mutation, a mutation in a single bit 
occurs in the population with probability L,K If the mutation occurs, then a single bit 
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is chosen at random with equal probability for all possible positions. The bit at the 

chosen position is (logically) negated. 

One-bit mutation is easy to implement and has a particularly simple mathematical 

description, It corresponds closely to what in biology is called a “point mutation” in a 

single individual of a population. 

Proposition 1. One-bit mutation can be described as self-adjoint, stochastic matrix 
M, acting on V. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Let p,q E P. The coeficients of M, are as follows. 

l (M,P, P) = 1 - Qt. 

. !fJp,q) = 1, then (M,p,q) = P. 

l In any other case, (M,p,q) = 0 

IIMpllr = 1 for 16rfoo. 
M, commutes with every permutation operator n E ZZ,. 

Mb is fully positive. Consequently, e is, up to scalar multiples, the only eigenvector 
of M, to eigenvalue 1. Thus, P, is the spectral projection of M, to eigenvalue 1. 

sp(M,)=(l -Lu)+u.{-L,-L+2,-L+4,...,L-2,L}. 
Consequently, M, is invertible if u < $. 

Zf ,u < &, then M, is C* -positive. 

M,D 2 D. Consequently, M,PD = PDM,PD = (M,PD)* = PDM,. 

Zf t = mean(p) for some p E P, then PtMpPt = (1 - Lp)Pc. 

Proof. The coefficients of M, are immediate from the definition of one-bit mutation. 

Since every bit in the population can be chosen for mutation with equal probability, 

(3) holds. If M, has been applied L times, then every bit in any given population 

may have changed. This shows (4). Let mL E M 2~ be defined through the following 

identity: 

Mp=(1-Lp).U2L+pLmmL (1) 

We may prove (2) and (5) by induction over L E N. For L = 1, we have ml = f. 

Furthermore, it is easy to see that for the canonical order of the basis P: 

Observe that llrn& = 1 for ldrbco. Thus, llm&<L. Hence llMpllr<l for 

1 dr<co. Now item (2) is clear. (5) follows the facts about commuting matrices 

mentioned in the introduction and Eq. (1). (6) follows from (5) and Corollary B.3 in 

Appendix B. 1. 

If 5 = mean(p) for p E P, and q E P satisfies d(p, q) = 1, then mean(p) # 
mean(q). Thus Ptq = 0. Hence PcM,p = (1 - Lu)p. This shows (8). If [ = mean(q), 
we may assume that ii > 51 for first components of the means (and still d(p, q) = 1). 

Then every q’ E P such that i = mean can be produced by M, from exactly s[i 
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popuiations p’ E P with 5 = lean. Hence (since p’ must be identical with q’ 

except that p’ has a “0’ at exactly one position where qJ has a ‘1 ‘), 

Varying [ yields (7). Cl 

Proposition 2. Let M, be the doubly stochastic matrix describing one-bit mutation. 

ikp is a contraction map on both ei aPtd S in the Euclidean norm with jxed 

points 0 resp. ( l/2L)e. 4 The contracting factor is given by max(2Lp - I, 1 - 2~). 

In particular, the smallest possible value of the contracting factor is 1 - [2/(L + 1 )] 
and is obtained for p = l/(L + 1). 

If 41/(2L) and v I e, then (1 - 2Lp)jJvJ\~ <]lMP~JI~ <:(l - 2~)jluljz. 
The coe~cients of ergodicity rlfM,) = “Ed = 1. 
1f o is a probability distribution, then 

Lp + (1 -Lp - fi)ll(n - Pu)vll~ 6llt~ - R~)M,vllt GL~J f (1 -Lfi)ll(O - Pu)vll~. 

Proof. By Proposition 1.4, span,(e) is the eigenspace to eigenvalue 1 of M,. It follows 
from the spectral theorem (Corollary 3.2 in Appendix 3.1) and Proposition 1.5 that 
Mfl acts as a contracting map on ei with the contracting factor claimed. Also, (2) 

follows from this. All v E S are of the form v = ( l/2L)e + w where w is perpendicular 
to e. This implies that M, acts as a contracting map on S with fixed point (l/ZL>e. 

Let po and pl be the populations with all bits zero and all bits one, respec- 
tively. There is no population that can reach both of these by a single-bit muta- 

tion. Therefore rnin~~M~~)~,~*, (M,),,, 1 is zero for all q f P. Thus, 1 - ZI(M,) = 

minp,p~&CqEP minUM,&.,, (M,)q,P/l) = 0. 
For the above PO, define u E Y by (u,po) = 1, (u,p) = 1 if d(p,po) = 1, and 

{v,q) = -I for exactly L+ 1 populations q with d(q,po) > 1. Now 8-L e, ljvljcx, = 1, 
and Mi,o has path coordinate equal to 1 - L,a c Lp = 1. Hence, z&M@) > I. We have 
~~M~~~~ < 1 by the discussion in the notation section of this paper or by 129, p. 51. 
Thus, (3) is established. 

If p is uniform, then it is mapped with probability Zp to a non-uniform population. 
If p is non-unifo~, then changing any bit might keep it non-unifo~, and it makes it 
uniform with probability at most p. Thus, 

~ult~le-bit mutation. Let p E (0, $1. In multiple-bit mutation, a lottery is played 
independently at each bit in a population p E P to decide whether to change it or not. 
The probabili~ for each change is ,u. 

4 In fact, this is a fixed point of every doubly stochastic matrix. 
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Multiple-bit mutation is also easy to implement and has a simple mathematical de- 

scription. Obviously, one-bit mutation is a first order approximation of multiple-bit 

mutation if p is small. Multiple-bit mutation is the standard operator used in imple- 

mentations of simple genetic algorithms, while one-bit mutations fits better with the 

philosophy of “small neighborhoods” used in simulated annealing (cf. [ 1,5,6,20,2 13). 

Proposition 3. Multiple-bit mutation can be described as a C*-positive, stochastic 

matrix M, acting on V. 
1. Let p,q E P. The coeflcients of M, are determined as follows: 

W,p,q) = p 4PA)(l _ p)WP&) > 0. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Thus e is, up to scalar multiples, the only eigenvector of M, to eigenvalue 1. 

Consequently, P, is the spectral projection of M, to eigenvalue 1. 

M, commutes with every rt E II,. 

(IM,J/, = 1 for l<r6c0 
sp(M,) = ((1 - 2~)~ : Odk<L}. Consequently, zf p # i then M, is invertible. 

M,D CD. Consequently, MpP~ = PDM~PD = (M,PD)* = PDM,. 

If 5 = mean(p) for some p E P, then PrM,eV, = tgev, for 

t< = C p&W)(] _ p)L-&‘,T). 

qEV: 

Proof. The coefficients of M, and (2) are immediate from the definition of multiple- 

bit mutation. Depending upon L E N, denote M, as ML for the moment. We have the 

following identities for the canonical order of populations p E P: 

M, = 

M (I- .D)ML PML 
L+l = 

PML (1 -P)ML > 
=Mr,@iW =(M~@12)(12~@Ml)~ 

It is easy to check that ]]Mt llr < 1 for 1 Gr <OS. Thus llM~l]~ < 1. The above expression 

for ML+, is a product of commuting matrices, hence 

SP(ML+I)CSP(ML).{L~ -W}. 

Now, (4) follows as before. Let mL be as in the proof of Proposition 1. By Propo- 

sition 1.7, we have mLD c D. The matrix imL describes changing exactly one bit in 

a population with equal probability. Thus, the matrix describing changing exactly two 

bits is a linear combination of ll and mz. Continuing this argument by induction yields 

(5). If 5 = mean(p) for some p E P, then 

(PgM,ev,,pj = (e+M,p) = tc(ev<, p), 

with tt as above. 0 
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Note that the value p = $ y ields &Ii = P,. Applied once, this corresponds to a 

randomly dete~ined restart of the algo~thm, while fixing ~1 = 4 leads to ~ifo~ 
random search. 

Proposition 4. Let M, denote the doubly stochastic matrix describing multiple-bit 

mutation. 
1. M,, is a ~o~tra~t~~g map on both e’ and S in the ~~~l~dean norm with contracting 

factor 1 - 2~. The probability distribution (l/2L)e is the jixed point of M, in S. 

if vie then (1 - 2~)~ll~~l2 d ~~~~~~112 $0 - Wll~ll2. 

The coeficients of ergodicity satisfy TI(M,), zo3(Mfl) G 1 - (2~)~. Consequently, 
M, is a contracting map both on e’ and S in the oo-norm and the Humming 

norm with contracting factor bounded aboue by 1 I (2~)‘. 

If0 E $7 Y = (1 -W+(l -m9//P uv 1 and h = [s/ZJ, then we have the following II 
estimates~ 

y + (1 - p(1 - p)(c1”-2 + (1 - pL)“-2)W + (1 - ‘a)Wll(Q - PU)Ulll 

<.<I(0 - Pu)Mliullt GY + fl - ((1 - &Kh + #tl - F)“-*)“)llO - Pu)~ll~. 

Proof. The first two statements are obtained in a similar fashion as the co~espon~ng 
statements of Proposition 1. 

The inequality zr(M,,)G 1 - (2p)L follows from 

Let u _I_ e, that is, CpEP vp = 0. Let v be a vector with I/U//~ = 1 with max 11~~~11~ 
attained. We may assume M,u has a maximum modulus 9th component which is strictly 
positive: 

= P~~(MP)4,P - pL) up since C up = 0 
PEP 

G c mf,)q,, - pLu”> since (M,),,, >,# and lt+,l G 1 
FEP 

zzz 1 - 2”# since M, is row stochastic. 

[We remark that if X E IM’~ is a doubly stochastic matrix a similar argument shows 
r,(X)< 1 - ny, where y is the smallest value among the entries of X.1 

Let p E P be uniform. In order to produce a uniform population from p one selects 
k bits to be changed in the first creature of p and then has to change S. k bits in p. 
Thus, the probability of producing a uniform population from p is given by 
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Let p E P be non-uniform. Suppose that exactly k of the s creatures in p have 0 as 

their first bit. One can then either change k bits to 1 or change s - k bits 0 in order 

to make the first bit in every creature agree. Consider the function 

p : k H #( 1 - P)“-~ + (1 - &/Y-! 

By symmetry, p is minimal at h = IS/~] and maximal at k = 0,s. Thus the probability 

of generating a uniform population from p is greater than 

(ph( 1 - &-h + (1 - /J)h/F)C. 

Let p E P be such that d(p, q) = 1 for some uniform q E P. In this situation, the 

probability of producing a uniform population (not necessarily q) from p is given by 

(/F’(l - p) + p(l - /q_i)($ + (1 - II)“)“? 

The discussion of p shows that this product consists of the greatest possible factors. 

0 

Both mutation operators contract every probability distribution towards ( 1/2L)e. How- 

ever, the contractions stays controlled in the sense that for sufficiently small p the length 

of a vector perpendicular to e cannot shrink too much (see Propositions 2.2 and 4.2). 

2.2. Crossover 

Elementary crossover and simple crossover operations. Let p = (cl,. . . , c,) E P, 
ci E C = { 0, 1)“. Let 1 < i < j d n be indices of two creatures 

ci = (al,. . . , a/ 1, Cj = (bl,...,bt), 

and 1 d k <e be a crossover point. Then, an elementary crossover operation C(i, j; k) 

on p consists of replacing ci and cj in p by offspring 

cI = (bl,...,bk,ak+l,...,ap), c: = (al,. ..,ak,bk+l,...,beh 

respectively. No other change occurs. We also write C(i, j; k) for the associated stochas- 

tic matrix. An elementary crossover exchanges the heads of two individuals (“parents”) 

in the population to obtain new individuals (“offspring”). If k = L’, this amounts to 

exchanging the parents. 5 

The potential to model spatial effects on recombination presents itself in the possi- 

bility of constructing various crossover operations as stochastic combinations of ele- 

mentary crossover components. One may easily modify the definition of the crossover 

operators given below so that crossover occurs between parents at different pairs of 

5 The case k = e has been included for mathematical convenience, although such a crossover point can 

never introduce a new type of individual. Alternatively, this case could be disallowed and our subsequent 

analysis repeated with slightly modified but less natural replacements for the Hardy-Weinberg spaces, keeping 
track of the last bits of individuals in a population (since then crossover could never result in a switch of 

parents’ last bits). 
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locations with non-constant likelihood varying in an arbitrary manner according to their 

locations. 

Let s be even. Let K = (kl ,. . .,ksp) be a vector of crossover points, and x E [0, 11. 

Then a simple crossover operation C(K,x) is given by 

C(K,x) = n((l -x)0 + xC(2i - 1,2i,ki)). 
i=l 

x will be called the C~OSSOWY rate. 
Observe that for 1 < 1, C(K, x) is of the form 

where S is a stochastic matrix, p = (1 - x) ‘I2 Thus, its spectrum is contained in . 

p + (1 - p)D, where D is the closed unit disk in C. 

Lemma 5. 1. An elementary crossover operation determines a self-adjoint, unitary 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

matrix C(i, j; k) acting on V which, up to rearrangement of the basis of V, equals 
some f $ . . . @ f $ II. The previous statement holds also for a simple crossover 

operation C(K, 1) with crossover rate x = 1. 
C(i, j; k) and C(K, x) are isometries with respect to the r-norms for 1 <r 6 00. In 

particular, IIC(K,x)ll,. = 1 for 1 brdoo. 
All C(2i - 1,2i; k) and thus all C(K, x) commute. Consequently, 

sp(C(K,x)) C{(l - 2z)*106nd ks}. 

Zf x # 4, then C(K,x) is invertible. Zf x< i, then C(K,x) is C’-positive. 
lfp E P, then we have (C(K,x)p,p) >(l -x)g. 

Let p E P. C(i, j; k) and C(K,x) keep mean(p) invariant. Thus C(i,j; k) and 
C(K,x) decompose into block diagonal matrices with one block for each Hardy- 
Weinberg space Vc, < = mean(p). Also C(i, j; k) and C(K, x) act as the identity 
on U, the subspace generate by untform populations. 
Consequently, we have: C(i, j; k)Pu = PU = P&(i, j; k). 
Let p E P. C(K,x) will keep Mean(p) invariant. Thus C(K, x) decomposes into 
block diagonal matrices with one block for each Fc, { = Mean(p) for some pop- 
ulation p. 
If M, denotes either one- or multiple-bit mutation, then M, commutes with every 
C(i, j; k) and thus with every C(K, x). 

Proof. (l), (5), (6) and (8) are obvious. (2) follows from (1). (3) follows from the 

facts about commuting matrices mentioned in the introduction. (4) follows from (3) 

and Corollary B.3 in Appendix B.1. (7) follows from (6) and the fact that PU is self- 

adjoint. Finally, we show (9): Likelihoods of all results are the same whether one first 

(logically) negates bits in a population at random and then to exchanges the positions 

or first exchanges the positions and then negates at random. 0 
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Lemma 6. Let p,q be populations in P. 
If mean(p) = mean(q) than at most e . [s/2] elementary crossover operations are 

needed to transform p into q. 
If s is even and Mean(p) = Mean(q), then at most e . s/2 elementary crossover 
operations C(2i - 1,2i; k) are needed to transform p to q. 

If p is rich (see Section 1.3) and c E C, then using at most e - 1 elementary 
crossover operations C(i, j; k) successively applied (starting with p) a population 

containing c is obtained. 

Proof. For a moment, consider / = 1. If mean(p) = mean(q), then the number of 

indices i, 1 <i d s at which p and q differ must be even. A suitably chosen elementary 

crossover operation will correct two of these positions (1 Q i, j <s) simultaneously in 

the process of generating p from q. Thus, at most Ls]/2 such elementary crossover 

operations are needed. In order to transform populations with creatures of length L > 1 

into each other, one can apply the above from last to first bit. (2) and (3) are now 

immediate. 0 

The next construct will be used in proving convergence of the probability distri- 

bution for genetic algorithms. It faithfully represents the standard implementation of 

crossover in genetic algorithms: pairing-off adjacent pairs in an (even size) population, 

for each pair, crossover occurs with probability x at a randomly selected crossover 

point. 

Simple crossover. Let x E (0,l) be fixed. Simple crossover is the application of a 

simple crossover operation C(K, x) where the crossover vector K is determined ran- 

domly such that all crossover points have equal probability. Consequently each K has 

probability Pi, if crossover occurs. 6 

Proposition 7. Simple crossover can be described by a self-adjoint, stochastic matrix 

G 
1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

x E (0, l), acting on V. 

If p E P, then we have (C,p,p) a(1 -x>““. 

l\Cxll~ = 1 for all 1 dr<co. 
zr(C,) = 1 for all 1 <rdcx7. 
C, commutes with M, (single- or multiple-bit mutation). In particular, M,C”,, 
n E N, is self-adjoint. If n is even, then M,C”, is C*-positive (and pL < i, in the 
case of one-bit mutation). 
C, decomposes into a block diagonal matrix with one block C,c for each Fc, 
[ = Mean(p) for some p E P. 

6 Counterexample: For x = 1, consider the creatures cg = 0.. 0 and cl = 10. 0, which differ only in 

the first bit. Let p = clco CCJ and p’ = coclc,~ co. It is easy to see that p - p’ is an eigenvector of C,, 

x = 1, for eigenvalue 1 = - 1 since C( 1,2; kl ) must always interchange these two populations (since kl B 1 

and the other C(2i - 1,2i; k,) have no effect on p, p’). But as we shall see for x < 1, we never have - 1 

as eigenvalue. 
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6. For each of the blocks C,c of C, associated with i’g, Cfa is fully positive. 

Consequently, q[ is, up to scalar multiples, the only eigenve;tor to eigenvalue 1 

for C, in Fl. Furthermore, -1 $ sp(C$~). In addition, C,PD = PDC,PD = P&. 
7. The spectrum of C, is contained in [-1 + p, 1 - /?I U {I}, where B = e-S’2(1 - 

I1 - 2x1). 
8. Let [ = Mean(p) for some p E P, and v E 7; such that v 1 e. In this situation, 

Ilqvll2 <(I - P>llvll2. 
9. C, acts as the identity map on U. Thus, (C,p, p) = 1 if p is untform. 

10. Ifv E S, then /I(0 - Pu)C,(U - Pu)vll, = IJC,(U - Pu)v]~I = I[(0 - Pu>vll~. 

Proof. (l), (2), (4) and (5) follow from the corresponding statements of Lemma 5 

and the fact that C, is a convex combination of the C(K,x). C, has strictly positive 

diagonal since the C(K,x) do. Next we prove (6): Lemma 6.2 shows that C$ is 

fully positive. Now consult the discussion in the notation section of this paper on 

stochastic matrices. The discussion preceding Lemma 5 implies that -1 is not in the 

spectrum of ($5. (7) follows from Lemma 5.3, (6) and the facts on the spectrum 

of commuting matrices listed in the notation section of this paper (the spectrum of a 

convex combination of commuting matices is the same combination of their spectra). 

(8) follows from (7) and Corollary B.2 in Appendix B.l. (9) is obvious. Applying (9) 

to scalar multiples of po - p1 (the difference of the basis vectors associated with the 

all-zero population and the all-ones population) implies (3). As for the last statement, 

we have by Lemma 5.7, 

(II -Pu)C(Kx)(U -Pll)=C(Kx)(~ -Pu) 

since 11 - P" is a projection. Thus, 

l/(0 - Pu)C,(U - PU>Vlll = llC,(~ - PUMII = ll(O - PUMI 

since C, is stochastic. 0 

Let p = (cl,. ,c,),q = (dl,. .,d,) E P, ci,di E C, 1 <i < j<s. Define the cross- 

over multiplicity for populations p,q E P by 

m(p,q) = cardinality({(i,j; k) : C(i,j; k)p = q}). 

Let ci and cj, l<i < j<s be such that 

ci = ha cj = hb, 

where a, b and h are (possibly empty) bit strings. Assume that h is chosen with maximal 

length. Let the crossover multiplicity for creatures m,(ci,cj) E [0,/l be defined as 

m,(ci,ci) = length(h). 
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We have: 
Cafe 1: If p = q, then 

s j-1 

m(p, PI =,G2 ,~%(Ci,(;-). 
_ 

It is easy to see that m(p, p) 2 “9. 

Case 2: If p # q and, for r such that 1 <r <S with the exception of exactly two 
indices i and j, we have c, = d,. In addition, 

Ci = UhV Cj = U’hU’, 

where u, u’, h, v,’ u’ are bit strings, Eength(u) = Zength(u’), h is of maximal length, and 

di = U’hV di = UhV’. 

In this situation, 

m( p, q) = length(h) + 1. 

Case 3: In any other si~ation, mf p, q) = 0. 

Unrestricted crossover Unrestricted crossover is the application of an elementary 
crossover over C(i,j; k) under the following rules: With probability x E (0, l] a sin- 
gle crossover takes place in the population. If crossover occurs, then there is equal 
probability for all triples (i,j; k). 

If resected crossover is considered, then we shall suppose .s 2 3. Otherwise, s = 2, 
and unrestricted and simple crossover coincide. 

Next, we shall explore a connection of elementary crossover with representations of 
the group of permutations 17, of { 1,. . . , s}. The set T, of all transpositions in II, has 
+(s - 1) elements. I& acts 7 canonically as linear operators on the free vector space 
W over L!,: Namely, we have for x,cr E JI,, 

where n(o) denotes the result of action by the linear operator rc(.) on the basis element 
(T E W. Identifying II, with the linear operators on W just defined, we let 

r,==- 2 cr 
4s - l)CT, 

in this representation. c is a self-adjoint stochastic matrix. Furthermore, sp(&) = 

-sp(T,). To see this, replace any eigenvector C ann by Csgn(n)a,n and check the 
eigenvalue equation coordinatewise at x E l&. For s E N, let tl(s) < 1 denote the 
second largest eigenvalue of &. Numerical computations suggest a formula for E(S) 
given in Appendix A. 

‘This is called the left regular representation; see, e.g., [24, Ch. 71. 
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Let 1 <k <8 be fixed. The operation of crossover induces a group representation pk 
of II, such that the transpositions (i j) are mapped to elementary crossover operations 
C(i,j; k). Let 

C(k) = 

Lemma 8. sp(C(k)) CT{-l,l} U [-+),a(,~)], where u(s) < 1 is as defined above. 

Proof. The group representation ok from l7$ to linear operators on V extends canoni- 
cally to a representation & of the algebra of linear operators on W generated by II, 
(i.e., the group P-algebra of II,; see, e.g., [24, Ch. 71). Since invertible elements in 
the group C*-algebra stay invertible under pi, eigenvalues can only disappear. 0 

Proposition 9. Unrestricted crossover can be described by the self-adjoint, stochastic 
matrix C,, x f (0, I], deJined above, acting on V. 

1. If p,i E P with p # q, then we have 

2. 
3. 
4. 

liC&. = 1 for 1 dr=$,co. 
z,(C,) = 1 for 1 <‘rQw. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
10. 

C, commutes with every permutation operator x E II, and with M,, where M, 
represents either one- or multiple-bit mutation. In particular, M,,C”,, n E N, is 
se~~adjo~nt. If n is even (and p.L d $, in the case of one-bit mutation), then M,C; 
is C*-positive. 
C, decomposes into a block diagonal matrix with one block CX,c for each of the 
Vt, r = mean(p) for some p E P. 

For each of the blocks C X,c of C, associated to Vt, the matrix C,, “lfl is fully 

positive. Consequently, I is the only ei~en~~lue of modulus 1 of C,. ‘In addition, 
ev, is, up to scalar multiples, the only ei~envector to eigenvaIue 1 for C, in each 

V,. Hence, C,PD = P&,PD = P&. 
The spectrum of C, is contained in 

{ 1) u [ 1 - 2x + f( 1 - c!(s)), 1 - f( t - z(s))] . 

Let < = mean(p) jbr some p E P, and let v E Vt such that v _L e. Then, 

IICvllz <(I - $(I - ~(3-)>ll4lz. 

C, acts as the identity map on U. Thus, (C,p, p) = 1 if p is uniform. 

If v E X then Il(O - Pv)C,(fl - P~>vlll = (I(0 - P~)vll~. 
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Proof. The probability that a particular C(i,j;k) is selected is 2/[[.r(s - l)]. Now the 
coefficients of C, and the estimates in (1) follow from the discussion preceding the 
definition of unrestricted crossover. For the remainder of the proof, we may suppose, 
without loss of generality, that x = 1. Cl is a convex combination of the C(i,j; k). 
This and Lemma 5 imply that Cl acts as the identity on U, that Ci commutes with 
M,, and ]jCr jlr < 1. (3) follows as did Proposition 7.3. By symmetry, the fact that Ci 
commutes with every n E II, is immediate. 

The block decomposition of Ci in (5) follows from Lemma 5.6. The fact that all 

C$‘] have strictly positive coefficients follows from Lemma 6.1. This, (1) - which 
shows that under our general assumption of ~23, C, has strictly positive diagonal - 
and the discussion of stochastic matrices in the notation section of this paper show 

(6). 
Let k’ be such that 1 <k’ < k. Then, 

C(1,2;k)C(2,3;k’)= C(1,3;k’)C(1,2;k). 

With this in mind, it is easy to show that all C(k) commute. The bounds for the 
spectrum of C, follow from Lemma 8 and facts mentioned in the in~oduction on 
the spectrum of sums of commuting matrices. (8) follows from (7) and the spectral 
theorem (see Corollary B.2 in Appendix B. 1). (10) is obtained as in Proposition 7.10. 

If 2, E S, let 

Lt = $? + d(a) + u(o), 

where d(v) = PD(U - P,)v = (PO - P,)v = (U - P,)PDv. We have P,v = (1/2L)e. 

Thus, o(u) = (11 - PD)v. 

Proposition 10. Let C, represerzt unrestricted crossover and M, either type of mu- 

tation operutor. (If one-bit mutation is used, then suppose Lp< i). Let u E S. rf 

v = ( l/2L)e + d(v) + o(v), then one has ,for v’ = M,C”,v, n E N. 

d(v’) = M, d(v), and o(d) = M,C; o(v). 

In addition, 

llW>ll2 <‘(I - 2P)ll4 III v 2, and 114~‘)112 <(I - 2~) (I - $(I - d~),>~ ll4u>ll2. 

Proof. Suppose for the moment that we use one-bit mutation. By Proposition 1.6, 
sp(M,) 2 R+. We have M,C, d(u) = M, d(v) E D by Proposition 1.7. Proposition 
2.1 and d(v) 1. e imply that lId(v’)ll 2 is no larger than (1 - 2~)]ld(v)l]z. We have 

M,(II - PD) = (1 - Po)M,(l - PD) 
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by Proposition 1.7. This shows that M,DL 2 DL. Combining this 
yields M,C;o(o) E Di. Using Propositions 2.2 and 9.8, we get 

I Y 

101-134 

with Proposition 9.6 

\n 
I/M,C; d~)ll2 <‘(I - WllC;44ll2~:(1 - 2~) (1 - ;” - WI) Il4u>ll2. 

This completes the proof for one-bit mutation. As for multiple-bit mutation, use Propo- 
sitions 3 and 4. 0 

A result similar to Proposition 10 holds for simple crossover. Note that iteration of 
any type of crossover C; includes crossover operations with multiple crossover points. 

The results of this section yield deeper insights into the usefulness of crossover. 
Like mutation, crossover C; (x > 0, n E N) has an averaging effect, but within 
the H~dy-Weinberg subspaces Vt (resp. 7;) rather than on the entire state space. 
This averaging spreads out the search within each Vc. Unrestricted crossover averages 
_ i.e. contracts to uniform distributions - on larger subspaces than simple crossover 
(Vt vs. 8,). Mutation-crossover can be seen as an enhanced mutation which tends to 
preserve schemata, cf. [13, Ch. 41. An application of this is to use mutation-crossover 
M,C; as a proposal procedure for a simulated annealing type selection scheme (see 
Remark on simulated annealing below). In that case, such an annealing algorithm can 
be considered as a stochastic sequence consisting of operators II and M,Cg. 

2.3. Scaled fitness selection 

In this section, we shall discuss the standard way to perform fitness selection in 
genetic algo~t~s. We also cover a wide variety of possible fitness scaling methods - 
methods of altering the fitness values during the course of the algorithm without ever 
making any creature more fit than one it was previously less fit than. Thus, one may 
potentially change the fitness operator in each iteration of the genetic algorithm. Such 
methods are commonly used in actual computer implementations of genetic algorithms 
[lo, pp. 77-781, f19, pp. 1661701. To our knowledge, this is the first general math- 
ematical analysis of fitness scaling. The results are rather striking: In the broad class 
considered, which includes the standard scaling methods, asymptotically, all fitness 
scaling methods are equivalent. Only the (pre-)ordering of individuals is relevant in 
the longterm, and not the actual fitness values. * 

Let f be a function f : C -+ Rf \ (0) called the frarv) assess function on possible 
individuals. When used as an optimization procedure, the task of a genetic algorithm 
is to find some element c E C with maximal fitness f(c). 

In some of the results we shall develop from now on, we shall suppose that f 
is injective. This is not much of a disturbance for most cases. One possibility (of 
many) to overcome non-injective fitness functions in an implemen~tion is to replace 

8 Baker [2] proposed to use only the fitness ranking of individuals in determining fitness selection proba- 

bilities. Our results show that asymptotically, Baker’s criterion (rank) is the only essential factor in the limit 

probability distribution of a genetic algorithm with strong fitness scaling. 
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the fitness value f(c) of each creature c by f(c)+[a/(n + l)], where n is the value of 

c interpreted as a binary number and 6 > 0 is a lower bound for min{ If(c) - f(d)1 : 

c,d E Gf(c) # f(d)). 
The fitness function f yields a raw fitness vector f(p) for populations p E P by 

letting 

f(P) = (f(c1),...,f(c,)) E R”, p = (cI,...,cs) E P. 

Scaling sequence Let +,, : (IW )” + ( lR+ )“, n E N, be a sequence of functions. 

The sequence (& )nE~ will be called a scaling sequence, if for every x = (xi,. . . ,x, ) E 

(W>s and &(x) = (yi, . . . , ys) the following conditions hold: 

(a) If 71 E I&, then 44,(x)) = 644~)). 
(b) If xi <x2 then y1 dy2. 

(c) If xi < x2 then y2 = 0 or y1 < ~2. 

(d) x = 0 w &(x) = 0. 

For p E P, define fn(p) = #~~(f(p)). The ith component fn(p, i) of fn( p) is defined 

as the nth fitness value of c = ci where p = (cl,. . . , c,). We write fn(p, c) for this 

value. 

In addition, define for n E N and p E P: 

l max(n, p) = maXIGids fn(p, i> 
l r==(n) = maxi aGs,pEp fn(p,i) 
l mm(n) = mlnlgiGs,pEP n p, f( i) 
l If { fn(p, i) : 1 < i <s} contains more than one element, then set 

max2(n, P) = max{f,(p, i) : fn(p, i) # max(n, p), 1 di Gs}. 

Otherwise, set maxz(n, p) = 0. Let 

e,=lnnp” l- 
( 

l+ 
(s - 1) maxz(n, p) p-S 

max(n, P> 1 

Under this definition, the number of positions with creatures of highest fitness in a 

fixed population p is the same for all n E N. 

Scaled jtness selection. Let p = (cl,. . . , c,) E P, n E N. Scaled fitness selection of 

p is a lottery played for every position j in p, 1 <j ds, in the following way: The 

creature Ci in position i, 1 <i <s, is chosen to be the new creature at position j in the 

nth generation with probability 

fn(p, i) 

CJ=i .Mp,j)’ 

We remark that, as defined here and under standard implementations of genetic al- 

gorithms, fitness selection ignores spatial structure within the population. One way to 

model spatial structure would be to alter the probabilities so that the probability of 

ci being copied to position j in the next generation would also vary with of the 
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distance between i and j, and perhaps other properties, such as the quality of resources 
at various positions in the “environment”. 

Proposition 11, Sc~~~~~~nes~ selection can be described by column stochastic matri- 

ces 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

F,, n E N, acting on V. 

The components of F;, are determined as follows: let p = (cl,. . . ,c,), q = 

Cdl,..., d,) E P, ci,di E C, 1 <i<s. In addition, let n(di) denote the number 

of occurrences of di in p. 
If q C p as sets and thus di E p, 1 < i ds, then we have 

If q is no& contained in p as a set, then (F,p,q) = 0. 

In particular, (F,p, p> 3 (min(n)/[s max(n>])“, p E P. 
If all creatures in p E P have the same jitness value, then (F,p, p) > s-‘. 

For every permutation 71 E IT,, we have TCF, = F,, = F,x. 
IF, acts as the identity map on U. Thus, (F,,p, p} = 1 if p is uniform. 
If v = (0 - Pu)v E S, then /I(0 - Pu)F, uilt d 1 - s+. 
The transient states of F, are exactly the non-un~~orrn populations. 
If f is injective and v = (II - Pu)v E S, then l/(0 - Pr~)F,u/lt ,<tf,, where 8, is 

as in the definition of scaling sequence. 
Let C, represent either simple or unrestricted crossouer. 1f M, represents one-bit 

mutation and minfn) > 0, then (F;IMpCi)L, k E N, is fully positive. F~rthermore~ 
the coe&ients of (FnM,2C~>L are uniforml_y bounded away from 0 if min(n)/ 
rna~(~~ is, ,u ~~onsidered as a vuriable) stays uniformly bounded away from 0, 

and, in the case of simple crossover, x stays untformly bounded away from 1. 
Let C, represent either simple or unrestricted crossover. Let n E N. If M, 
represents multiple-bit mutation, then all ~oe~cients of M,CiF,, k E N, are 
uniformly bounded away from 0 independently of k,n E N and of x. 

Proof. (l), (4) and (5) are obvious. (2) and (3) follow from (1). (6) and (8) are 
obtained as follows: let n E N and p = (cl , . . . , cs) E P be non-uniform such that 
without loss of generality cl, ~2,. . . , cm have maximal fitness fn(p, cl ) in p and all 
other creatures have lower fitness. The probability to select cf for a specific position 
is at feast 

y max(n, p) 
m max(n, p) + (s - m)max2(n, p) 

(*I 

where y = I in the proof of (6) and y = m in the proof of (8). Thus, a lower estimate 
for the combined probability to generate uniform populations is s-’ in the proof of (6) 
and I- S, in the proof of (8) with 0, as defined above. (7) follows from (5) and (6). 
(9) follows the fact that C, and, by (2), F, have strictly positive diagonals and Mi is 
fully positive by Proposition 1.4. (10) follows from the fact that each entry in M,S, 
where S is any column stochastic matrix, has all entries at least #. 0 
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By Proposition 11.7, F, is a map that pulls towards the subspace U of uniform 

populations, in contrast to M, which pulls in direction e away from U. This interplay 

will be made precise in Lemma 13 below. 

Fitness Scaling Let & : (W)s -+ (W)“, n E N, be a scaling sequence. 

(1) ($n)nE~ will be called a jitness scaling, if F, = lim,,, F, exists. 

(2) (&)&N will be called a strong jitness scaling, if, for every p E P, 

max2h PI 0 

Z% max(n, p) = ’ 

Note for a strong fitness scaling: 8, + 0 as n --) co. 

Linear fitness scaling as defined in [lo, pp. 77-791 comprises a fitness scaling9 , as 

does taking all $,, to be the identity. 

Another example of a fitness scaling is given by sigma-truncation (cf. [lo, p. 1241) 

for populations that are non-uniform in fitness, set 

$+n(i”i,. . .,rs) = ((Yl - F+ Co)+,. . . ,(rs - 7 + CO)+), ri E R+, 1 <i<s, 

where V and cr denote the average and standard deviation of the ri, and c 20. For 

uniform populations, set &(Y,, . . . , rS) = (1,. . . , 1). 
Rank selection introduced by Baker ([2], [ 19, pp. 169-1701) is a fitness scaling 

method in which absolute differences in fitness are ignored and only the fitness (pre-) 

ordering matters: For (~1 , . . . ,r$), Yi E R+, 1 <i<S, let ?WZk(Vi) = cardinaZity{j : 

&(r~,. .,r,) = (rank(q),. . .,runk(r-,)). 

Another example of a fitness scaling is given by 

[lo, p. 1241: 

$n(Yi ,..., r,) = (Yf,. . .,+), Yi E R+, 1 di<s, 

power law scaling as defined in 

where t,, E W, n E N is an increasing sequence with tl 2 1. This can be seen as an 

analogue to a cooling schedule in simulated annealing. See e.g. [ 1, p. 421 or [21, p. 

7491. It has been used in [8]. Power scaling is a strong fitness scaling if and only if 

the t,, increase without bound. 

A slight conceptual variation of this strong fitness scaling is so-called Boltzmann 

selection (e.g. [ 19, pp. 168-1691) also inspired by simulated annealing: 

&(q ,..., r,) = (erlirn ,..., ersiTn) ri E R+,l<i<s, 

where T,, > 0 is “temperature” and lim,,, T, = 0. 

Proposition 12. 1. Zf (&)nC~ is a strong jitness scaling, then it is a jtness scaling. 

Furthermore, the components of F, are determined as follows: Let p = (cl,. . , cs), 

9 Note that in the implementation of the procedure prescale given by [lo, p. 791 one has to include an 

additional case “umax equals uavg”. In that case, prescale should do nothing. 
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2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

q = (dl,... , d,), ci, di E C, 1 <i <s, and denote by n(di) the number of occurrences 

of di in p. 
l If q C p as sets and all creatures in q have maximal jitness in p, then we have 

(F,p,q) = fiw, 
i=l mp 

where mr is the number of creatures with maximal fitness in p. 

l Otherwise, (F,p,q) = 0. 
F, depends solely on the pre-order on C induced by fitness, i.e. cat’ M 
f(c) > f (c’), c, c’ E C. In particular, the coejicients of F, are independent of 

the actual fitness values and any particular method of jtness scaling. 

Suppose now that (@n)nE~ is a jitness scaling, but not necessarily a strong fitness 
scaling : 
If all creatures in p E P have the same fitness value, then (F, p, p) as-‘. 
If p E P is uniform, then (F,p,p) = 1. Hence, F, acts as the identity on the 

subspace U generated by untform populations. 

Zf v = (II - PU)V E S, then I](0 - Pu)F, v](i < 1 - s-‘. 

The transient states of F, are exactly the non-unijbrm populations. 
Let C, describe either simple or unrestricted crossover. If M, represents multiple- 

bit mutation, then M,CiF,, n E N, is fully positive. 

Proof. These assertions follow by continuity from Proposition 11. 0 

Remark on simulated annealing. Let us briefly discuss connecting mutation and cross- 

over with the selection scheme of simulated annealing and the Metropolis algorithm 

(cf. [ 1,4,20]) as proposed in [9, 181. 

The fitness fitness f induces an average jitness f on populations given by 

f(P)=i$f(Ci)r P=(cl,...~cs)EP. 
I- 

If f obtains a global maximum on populations at p, then p contains only creatures of 

globally maximal fitness. 

Let M, describe either model for mutation. And, let C, describe either model for 

crossover. Let n E N be fixed. In accordance with [ 1, p. 361 and [21, p. 7521, we 

define the generator matrix g(p, 2) of the Metropolis selection scheme to be g(p, x) = 

M&F. For one-bit mutation, by Propositions 1.4, 7.1 and 9.1, the underlying graph 

of the inhomogeneous Markov chain associated with the Metropolis selection scheme 

for fitness selection is connected. For multiple-bit mutation, connectivity follows from 

Proposition 3.4. By Propositions 7.4 and 9.4, g is symmetric in the sense of [21, p. 

7531. This shows that the hypotheses for a generator matrix as specified in [21] hold. In 

regard to definition and assured convergence of a simulated annealing type algorithm 

using our g as a generator matrix and -7 as a cost function, the reader may now 

consult [21, p. 752, Theorems 5.1 and 5.21. 
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3. Strong ergodicity of genetic algorithms 

This section considers product operators representing the genetic algorithm comprised 

from the three basic genetic operators which have been studied above separately. 

Genetic algorithm. Let M, represent either one- or multiple-bit mutation and C, either 

simple or unrestricted crossover. Let k E N be fixed. Let F, represented scaled fitness 

selection for a fitness scaling {$J~}~~N as defined above. We define the nth step S,,” 

in a genetic algorithm as the matrix product: 

for any admissible choice of parameters pn, x,, E [0, l] permitted in the definitions of 

the various operators. 

A genetic algorithm consists of a 

application of the first n steps of a 

“backwards” product 

Gn = rI%,*, = %“,X” ’ . . s,,,n~ 
i=n 

sequence of applications of matrices S,,,X”. Thus, 

genetic algorithm is completely described by the 

If &, is the identity map id, p” = p, x,, = x for all 

S = S,, = S,&“? G, = S”, and the genetic algorithm is 

3.1. Strong ergodicity of simple genetic algorithms 

n E N, then we may write 

called simple. 

Next, we study the loss of non-uniformity during the course of a genetic algorithm by 

giving explicit bounds. Loss of diversity in finite populations as a result of “sampling 

error” is what evolutionary and population biologists refer to as “genetic drift” (e.g. 

[26, Ch. 51, [22, Chs. 2, 81). 

Lemma 13. Let S = F,CtM, be a step in a genetic algorithm as in the above 
dejinition. Let v E S be a probability distribution over populations. If f is injective, 

then let 0, be as in the definition of jitness scaling, otherwise let 8, = 1 - sPs for all 
n E N. 

If M, stands for one-bit mutation, then we have 

Il(O - hIWIll GRl 6% + (1 - hN(~ - pu)vll1). 

If M, stands for one-bit mutation, then we have for m E N 

Il(fl -Pu)Smv~~l~e,L/.l(l -t&(1 -L/L))-‘-tfq(l -Lp)“l)(U -Pu)v(l1. 

If M, stands for multiple-bit mutation, then we have 

Il(O - PUWIll GM1 - w + (1 - me + Pll(I - PU)VJlI), 

where B = (@ + (1 - I*>“)” - ((1 - P)~@ + #(l - ~y-~)~, h = IS/~]. 
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4. If M, stands for multiple-bit mutation, then we have for m E N 

Il(O - PUF”U(ll G4l 
1 - (p + (1 - p)“)’ 

1-eIp 
+ Tml<o - h)4l. 

Proof. For a moment, consider one-bit mutation. Let T = F,C”;, and w = (11 - Pu)v. 

We have by Propositions 7.9, 9.9, and 11.5, 

TV = Puv + Tw = Puv + PuTw + (0 - Pu)Tw. 

Hence, (0 - Pu)Tv = (II - Pu)Tw. It follows from Proposition 7.9, 7.2 for simple 

crossover resp. Proposition 9.9, 9.2 for unrestricted crossover, and Proposition 11.6 

resp. 11.8 that 

Il(O - P~)Tnlli = I/(0 - P~)Twl/i WC@ - Pu)wll~ GhllwII~. 

Thus, Proposition 9.10 and Proposition 2.4 imply that 

I((0 - pu)Svll~ = 11(1 - WTMp~ll1 GQnll(~ - PdMp4l1 
G&VP + (1 - ~P)llWlll>. 

(2) follows from (1) by iteration and a geometric series estimate. (3) and (4) are 

obtained similarly using Proposition 4.4. 0 

Lemma 14. If T, M E M, are column stochastic, then zl(TM) ,<zl(M). 

Proof. If u E el, then JITMv(II <llM~lll <z](M). Ilulll. 0 

The estimates in the next result show that for small mutation rates, a simple genetic 

algorithm asymptotically spends most of its time in uniform populations regardless of 

crossover rate. This contributes to the understanding of “punctuated equilibrium” type 

properties of simple genetic algorithms, which have been treated by Vose and Liepins 

[32, P. 641, [331. 

Theorem 15. Let S = S,, with u and x fixed represent each step of a simple genetic 

algorithm as in the preceding definition. If one-bit mutation is used, then suppose 

min(n) = min( 1) > 0, n E N. If f is injective, then let t? = 01 be dejined as in the 

definition of jitness scaling; otherwise, let 0 = 1 - SF. Then 

1. S has a uniquely determined, fully positive jixed point probability distribution over 

populations v, E S n Pn, V. Furthermore, 1 is the only eigenvalue of S in the unit 

circle and is a simple root of the characteristic polynomial of S. 

2. There exist jixed constants r E [0, l), K E [w+ such that 

IJSkvo - v,lI1 <Krk, k E N, 

for every initial probability distribution vg E S. 

3. In the case of multiple-bit mutation, we have zl(S)< 1 - (2~)~. 
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4. If one-bit mutation is considered, then v, satisjes 

5. If multiple-bit mutation is considered, then v, satisfies 

Il(O - hbklll d 
Q(l - (/AS + (1 - pL)s)/ 

l-&I ’ 

where P = (P” + (1 - py)” + ((1 - p)hps-h + g(l _ pp)e, h = lsi2] 

Proof. Propositions 11.9 and 11.10 assure that the some power of S is a fully positive 

matrix. The fact that U, E S n Pn, V follows from Proposition 11.4. The remaining 

statements in (1) follow now from the discussion of fully positive matrices in the 

notation section of this paper. The geometric convergence in (2) follows from (1) 

and consideration of the Jordan decomposition of S. To establish (3), use Lemma 14 

and Proposition 4.3. The estimates (4) and (5) follow from Lemma 13.2 and 13.4, 

respectively. 0 

Theorem 15.1 contains also results found independently by Rudolph [25, Theorem 41. 

Rudolph also shows the convergence to a global optimum for simple genetic algorithms 

with modified genetic operators which always record a creature with highest fitness 

value encountered so far. 

We remark that as a trivial consequence of Theorem 15, one obtains convergence 

to a limit distribution over populations as multi-sets, i.e. as sets with multiplicity but 

no order on their elements. Thus, the probability distributions over multi-sets as in the 

formalization of simple genetic algorithms described in [5,6,23,31-331 converge to a 

strictly positive distribution over multi-set populations. Furthermore, the limit is inde- 

pendent of the initial distribution (and hence of the any initial choice of population). 

3.2. Strong ergodicity under fitness scaling 

In view of Proposition 11.10, the following technical result on ergodicity naturally 

arises. 

Theorem 16. Let T,, n E N, be a sequence of fully positive, column stochastic ma- 
trices such that T, = limn+m T, exists and is fully positive. Let v, resp. v, be the 
uniquely determined fully positive probability distributions belonging to eigenvalue 1 

of T, resp. T,. Let Qm be the projection whose columns coincide with v,. Let w,, be 
the uniquely determined, fully positive probability distribution belonging to eigenvalue 

1 of 
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In this sitaati~n, 

Qm = JirnmH8 cand v, = lim v, = lim w,,. 
n-%X n-C0 

Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 16, we note that according to [29, p. 41, 
Corollary], for a (column) stochastic matrix T E M, with smallest entry t, each eigen- 
value rZ # 1 of T satisfies /Ai < 1 - nt. 

Proof of Theorem 16, Since T, = lim,+, T, we conclude, by the discussion of 
coefficients of ergodicity in the notation section of this paper and the above, that there 
exists an E > 0 such that rt(T,)< 1 - E for all n E kJ, and the modulus of the second 
largest eigenvalue is less than 1 - E for ail n E N. Using the symbolic calculus for 
matrix algebras (see Appendix B.2 or [27, Sections 10.21-10.33]), we can compute 
projections P,, n E i%U(co), onto the one-dimensional eigenspaces of T, to eigenvalue 

I by 

where I’ is the circle in the complex plane around 1 of radius c/2. This expression is 
continuous in T,. Hence, Em,-+, P, = P, # 0. Consequently, by su~ing over the 
absolute values of the columns of each individual P,, one derives u, = lim Il-oc) %l. 
Thus, the conditions of [15, Theorem V.4.41 are satisfied (with corresponding D = 

C,“=,( I- .# = ;). B y th e proof of [IS, Theorem V.4.41, we have Qm = limnioo H,, 
Observing that Qoo is fully positive, we get v, = limn_,oo w, by applying the argument 
with the integral once more to H, instead of T,. El 

Theorem 16 is a special case of 17, Theorem 1.11. The latter result is stated in [7] 
and then a continuous-time analogue is proved. We have included the simple proof 
given above for convenience. 

Variation schedule. Let fin E (0, k] and x@ E (0,l J, n E N be such that 0 < ptoo = 
lim,,, p, exists, and l(m = lim,,, xn exists. Suppose, in addition, ~*,~~ < l/L if 
one-bit mutation is used, and xo3, x,, -=z 1 if simple crossover is used. In this situa- 
tion, the sequence of pairs &,x,,) will be called a variation schedule for the genetic 
algorithm. (Note again that pm is greater than 0.) 

Theorem 17. Let M, describe malt~le-bit mutation and C, describe either model 
fir crossover. Let r E N. Let (~~,~~)~~~ be a uur~tiun schedule and (#~)~~~ be 
a fitness scaling sequence, and F, describe scaled fitness selection according to this 
scaling. If f is injective, then let e = liminf n_+co 8,, where t3,, is as in the dejinition 
of fitness scaling. Otherwise, let 8 = 1 - s+. Let G,, represent the first n steps of a 
genetic algorithm as dejined in the beginning of Section 3 using the variation schedule 

(lint Xn)&+& 
In this situation, 

V oo= lim G,va = lim (F, . M,, . Ci_ )nug 
n-+02 n-m 
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exists and is independent of the choice of VQ E S. Furthermore, 

ll(l - PU)bIIl d 
@Cl -(&a+(1 -cLmm 

l-ep ’ 

The coeSJicients (u,, p ) of the limit probability distribution are strictly positive 

for every population p E P of untform fitness. In the case of a non-constant fitness 
function, the genetic algorithm does not converge to a population consisting solely of 

creatures with maximal fitness value. 

Proof. Using Proposition 11.10 and Theorem 16, we obtain for every D E S. 

V o. = lim G,v 
n-CC 

= lim F, 
( 

fiCt,Mp,Fi-1 Ci,Mp,u n-03 ixn > 

= F, ;i&CC;_ M,_ F, )“Ck,, M,, v 

=Fww 

= F, lim (C~,Mfl_F,)‘C~,M~_u 
“‘03 

= lim (F,M~,_C~,)‘k, 
n-CC 

where w E S is the uniquely determined fixed point of Ck,,Mp,,F, in S. Since w 

is fully positive, we obtain by Proposition 12.2 that (u,, p) = (Foow, p) >O for every 

population p E P of uniform fitness. Finally, we have by Lemma 13.4: 

Il(O - Pu)u~III = Il(U - Pu)(F,M~,C~,)~U,III for all m E N 

= ;& Il(O - W(WJ;,)“k(1~ 

< @l - (uLs, + (1 - uX)SY) + g”B”ll(o _ pU)v,I,* 
i - ep 2 

using the fact that a subsequence of the On converges to 8. 0 

The study in [l l] suggests that in general u, may depend very much upon the 

fitness function f. However, there is no such dependence on any particular scaling 

method if a strong fitness scaling is used. This is shown in the next result. 

Theorem 18. Consider the situation of Theorem 17. Suppose in addition, that the 

(b)lIEN is a strong fitness scaling. 
1. The limit distribution v, of F,M,,Ci, which equals the limit distribution of 

the genetic algorithm is independent from any particular method of strong fitness 
scaling. 
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2. (h3, P) = Of or every population p E P which is not of uniform fitness. 
3. If f is injective, then (v,, p ) = 0 for every non-uniform population p E P. 

Proof. (1) follows from Proposition 12.1 and Theorem 17. (2) follows from Proposi- 

tion 12.2. (3) follows from (2). 0 

Theorems 17 and 18 show the asymptotic failure of genetic algorithms, even with 

fitness scaling and clever schedules for mutation and crossover rate, as optimizers. The 

only assumptions that were made to obtain these results were that the mutation and 

crossover rates converge as in the definition of variation schedule. This leaves open the 

case in which the mutation rate converges to zero (an analog of simulated annealing). 

This question lo has been addressed and answered for simple genetic in the negative 

by Davis and Principe [5,6]. 

The result on asymptotic failure of genetic algorithms proved in Theorem 17 allowed 

for arbitrary fitness functions and scaling methods. However, it is true that genetic 

algorithms have performed well in applications for many fitness functions [ 10, 191. An 

interesting research direction is to characterize those fitness functions for which genetic 

algorithms succeed as optimizers in the short-term (although our results describe long- 

term behaviour). 

Appendix A. Computations of spectra 

The following MathematicaTM program computes the spectrum of the matrix G of 

Section 2. First, we generate all permutations of the set { 1,. . . ,s}. 

perm [s-l : = Permutation [Range Csl 1 

Next, we define the function d on pairs of permutations which is 1 if the permutations 

differs by a transposition and 0 otherwise. With the help of d, we define matrix which 

equals i.r(s - l)G. 

dIpI-,p2-1 := If [(Map[Abs,Map[Sign,pl-p2]]//.List->Plus)==2,1,0] 

matrix [s-l := (p=perm[s] ;Table[d[p[[k]] ,p[[n]] ,k,s! ,n,s!]> 

Finally, we compute the spectrum of is(s - l)&. 

sp [s-l : = Union [Eigenvalues CN [matrix Csl Ill 

lo The case of mutation converging to zero in a variation schedule is claimed to be solved in [30]. However, 

the ‘proof’ is flawed: first of all the fixed point distribution qp[s] for the ergodic Markov chain of a single 

step of the scaled algorithm is not a function of the parameter F introduced in [30, p. 551 (keeping mutation 

and crossover rates fixed). Consequently, there is no aq,[s]/dF and no way of estimating it. Even in the 

case of power law scaling with sequence of exponents m(t), f E N, and interpretation of F = F(t) as a 

parameter converging to zero as t + 00 such that m(t) = log F(0)(F(t)), it is by far not clear how dqJs]/aF 
is kept bounded, as claimed without proof in [30, p. 671. 
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We obtain (omitting trailing numerical zeroes): 

spc21 = (-1, I} 

spL31 = (-3, 0, 3) 

sp C41 = (-6, -2, 0, 2, 6) 

spL51 = (-10, -5, -2, 0, 2, 5, IO} 

sp[S] = (-15, -9, -5, -3, 0, 3, 5, 9, 15) 

This suggests that the second largest eigenvalue of ~s(.s - l)& is given by $.Y(s - 3). 

Appendix B. Functional calculus for matrices 

An anonymous referee has encouraged us to include a brief account of results on the 

spectral theorem and the analytic functional calculus for matrices. In the formulation 

we have needed in this paper, these results can be found (in much greater generality) 

with complete proofs in Rudin’s book [27]. What we shall list in this appendix are 

some versions of results in [27] for finite dimensional spaces including indication of 

proof. While the spectral theorem for self-adjoint (or normal) matrices can be found 

in standard texts on linear algebra (see [ 16, p. 2681 for a version on real symmetric 

matrices and [12, p. 337]), a similar “finite dimensional” exposition for the analytic 

functional calculus is, to our knowledge, not in the literature. 

Appendix B.1. On the spectral theorem for self-adjoint matrices 

Let X E Ml, be a self-adjoint matrix and I E sp(X). Let 0 # 5 E @” be an eigen- 

vector of X pertaining to il. Then il E I&!, since 

4r, 0 = (G t) = (XC, 0 = ((9x0 = qr, 0. 

Let q E C” be perpendicular to t. Then Xy is also perpendicular to 5, since 

(XV, <) = +I, X<) = 4% Q = 0. 

Theorem B.l. There exists an orthonormal basis of @” consisting of eigenvectors 

of x. 

The proof of Theorem B.l works by induction on the dimension of the space: There 

exists a non-zero eigenvector i” of X and X maps l1 into itself by the above. Now, c1 

and the action of X on t1 can be identified with C-l and the action of a self-adjoint 

matrix on C”- ’ . 
The next result is used repeatedly in this paper: 

Corollary B.2. Let sp(X) = { 1, & : k = 1,. . . ,I&,} such that I& < 1 for k = 1,. . . ,k~. 

If r is perpendicular to the eigenspace for eigenvalue 1 of X, then 
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Proof. Let PI = Cy=, Ci<i, where {ti} is an orthonormal 

eigenvectors of X. Then we have 

(1998) 101-134 

basis of C” consisting of 

The other half of the inequality follows similarly. 0 

The following result is also used repeatedly in this paper. It justifies the term C*- 

positive. See [27, Theorems 12.32, 12.331. 

Corollary B.3. The following are equivalent for arbitrary X E MI,: 

1. X = Y2 and Y is self-adjoint. 
2. X is self-adjoint and sp(X) C R+. 

3. (X[, 0 20 for all t E C”. 

Proof. (1) =+ (3): If (1) holds, then (X&t) = (YS,YQ>O. (3) * (2): We have 

(X<,l) = ([,X*5) = (X*4, {) which implies X = X’ by the polarization identity 

(extending this expression bilinearly). If 1 is an eigenvalue of X and 5 # 0 is an 

associated eigenvector, then A((, t) = (X&c) 20 which implies 220. (2) + (1): If 

X is self-adjoint and sp(X) C R +, then using an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of 

X, it is easy to define a self-adjoint square root of X. 0 

Appendix B.2. On the analytic functional calculus for matrices 

Let X E Ml,, and R(vl) = (~1, - X)-‘,q @ sp(X). One checks that 

R(?i) - R(YIZ) = -(VI - ~2) Wull > . WYI~)> (*I 

which shows that R is an analytic function outside of sp(X). Now, one fixes disjoint 

open disks DA and circles ye, c DI. around each 2 E sp(X). Let U = UIEsp(X) DA and 

y = {yj.} be the chain such that W(y, 2) = 1 where W(y,il) is the winding number of 

y with respect to 2 (cf. [17, p. 1141). 

Proposition B.4. One has Xk = (1/2rci)19qkR(n)dy, k E No. 

Proof. Let (91 = IlXllt + 1. Then we have by a geometric 

qkR(v]) = #-‘(I, - +X)-’ = ylk--l *gsq-mxm. 

Let r be the circle of radius l]X]] 1 + 1 around 0. Then 

series argument: 

since only the integral for k = m is non-zero in the summation. Applying [ 17, p. 123, 

Theorem IV.2.21 allows one to replace r by y. 0 
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For any analytic function f : U -+ C, define 

Theorem B.5. Let fk : U + C be analytic functions, k = 1,2. Then one has 

flcv . f2W = (fl . f2Ku 

Proof. Using Cauchy’s Theorem [17, p. 122, Theorem IV.2.11 we may pick two dis- 

joint chains yck) = {yy’} as above to define fk(X) for k = 1,2 where the circles 7:” 

lie inside of the corresponding $‘. Then we have, using (*), that 

1 

‘I(‘) ’ “(‘) = (2ni)2 yclj yczj JJ f1(~1)f2(r2)(~2 - VI)-‘(W/d - Wu2))dq2dvl 

=A-- J f,(~,)(~?~~dq2)R(ll)d~,-O (2ni)2 +I) 

1 
=- J 271i +I, f1(v1 )f2(v1 )Wvll )dvll = (fl . f2KQ 

where Cauchy’s formula [17, p. 124, Theorem IV.2.31 has been used twice. Note that 

~2 E yc2) lies outside the circles in y(l) yielding 0 for the summand containing R(Q) 

in the second-to-last line in the above computation. q 

As a consequence of the last theorem, the characteristic functions x&, I E sp(X) 

of the disks D,J yield projections Pi, = x0,(X), such that Pi . Pi, = 0 if ,? # 2’. 

Furthermore, by Proposition B.4, C Pi. = II,. 

Suppose now that 0 # t E C” such that (All, - X)m< = 0 for some m E N and fixed 

I E sp(X). We know from the Jordan decomposition of X that the function r~ H R(q)5 

has only a removable singularity inside yit for 2’ E sp(X) such that I’ # 1. Hence, 

the Cauchy Theorem implies 

which in turn implies (II, - Pi)< = 0. A dimension counting argument shows that Pi. 

is a projection onto the kernel of (AU, - X)n. These facts are used in the proof of 

Theorem 16. 
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